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Status: Escalating 

 

Subject: Armed Forces of Ukraine prepare for possible military 

intervention in Crimea  

 

Assessment: 

In response to the recent military invasion of Belarus by the 

Russian Federation, the Armed Forces of Ukraine is preparing to 

stage intervention in Russian-occupied Crimea. Crimea was 

invaded by Russia in 2014. 

 

Ukraine has requested support from the United States and NATO in 

forms of supplying anti-tank and anti-aircraft weaponry and 

possible troop deployment.  

 

Action: 

Current military aid packages are also set to include sniper 

rifles, rocket-propelled grenade launchers, counter-artillery 

radars, electronic warfare detection and secure communications, 

night vision equipment, and military medical supplies and 

treatment. Ukraine received a shipment of FGM-148 Javelins 

(anti-tank missile delivery system) from the United States in 

2018 to deter further Russian aggression. An emergency aid 

package can be issued to Ukraine including armored personnel 

vehicles and anti-aircraft technologies, as well as assistance 

in developing their intelligence sector and providing military 

training. 

 

I recommend against the deployment of US or NATO troops in 

Ukraine.  
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Washington, DC – 23 Nov 2019 

02:00 EEST (UTC +2:00) 

 

Status: Heightened 

 

Subject: Increased violence in Hong Kong 

 

Assessment: 

The Chinese military has initiated martial law in Hong Kong in 

response to the Senate’s passage of the Hong Kong Human Rights 

and Democracy Act. The Act has not yet been signed by President 

Widzer. It has been recommended by the Eurasia Desk to delay 

signing the Act in order to ease US-China tensions. 

 

The Chinese military has reportedly fired live rounds at 

protestors, killing 50 and wounding 100 others. Joint military 

exercises with Taiwan may be effective in sending a message to 

China to halt their actions in Hong Kong. Direct US military 

intervention is not recommended.  

 

Action:  

The US should move forward with signing the PROTECT Hong Kong 

Act, which will suspend the sales of tear gas, pepper spray, 

rubber bullets and other riot control weapons to Hong Kong. This 

will begin to mitigate the violence perpetrated by the Hong Kong 

police force. 
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